Dear Sir,

I am not sure whether you are the right person to take action on this. But please do the needful to get justice for us.

As per 28th August 2009, ADB has approved for a loan worth 10 crore to have waste disposal plant in Kollam corporation in Kerala, India. This plant has been built only lakhs, rest of the money is looted by authorities. I have already complained to State government but of no use. The plant is also not functional. Please take action on this.

Now authorities are focussing on getting somehow the plant as functional so that they can get the remaining money from the bank. We are suffering due to implementation of this project. Please investigate with appropriate agencies.

As a true citizen am ready to help ADB in which ever method to get this investigation done and hang the colporters.

Please refer the link for the disastrous situation where people are living.

Regards